
Talking Tom Pool

**About Talking Tom Pool**

Talking Tom Pool is a puzzle game for smartphones and tablets, in which players have to combine

floaties of the same color to clear the playing field.

In Talking Tom Pool you will accompany the popular character Talking Tom in an exciting and

colorful pool adventure. In this challenging puzzle game, you have to combine floaties of the same

color to clear the pool. The floaties can be combined with the special "sling mechanic": Pull the

floaties back, release them and let them whiz through the pool. To solve the numerous levels of

the game even faster, you also have many power-ups available. After the completion of the level,

you will also receive keys to build your own water park.

**Talking Tom Pool - Features:** 

- Combine same-colored floaties: In Talking Tom Pool, a pool full of colorful swim ring awaits you.

Your task is to clear the pool and make all floaties disappear from the playing field. To empty the

pool, you have to combine floaties of the same color. You control the swim rings by pulling them

back, releasing them and letting them whiz through the pool. With the special "sling mechanic" of

the game, the combination of floaties is very easy. There are over 270 levels available, which

become increasingly difficult and have more and more obstacles.

- Use Power-Ups: To solve particularly difficult levels quickly, you can use special power-ups, which

empty the pool very effectively and quickly. Use for example the rockets and remove all floaties of

the same color with just one click. The so-called unicorn power-up ensures e.g. that all floaties are

multicolored for a turn which allows that all swim rings can be combined with each other. 

- Earn keys: When you complete a level successfully, you earn special keys that allow you to build

and personalize your own water park.

- Meet well-known characters: In Talking Tom Pool you will not only meet Talking Tom, but also

other popular characters such as Talking Angela, Talking Hank or Talking Ginger.

Conclusion: Talking Tom Pool is a funny and quite difficult puzzle game in which you play with the

popular ‘Talking’ animals. Use the special sling mechanic to combine floaties of the same color

and empty the pool. That’s the only way to earn keys and build your own water park.


